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About This Game

Revival Productions is proud to present the ultimate 6-degree-of-freedom shooter, OVERLOAD, from the creators of the
classic game Descent. Overload combines intense action with awesome graphics and effects to create the ultimate zero-gravity

shooter. Overload features an engaging single-player story campaign, intense survival mode, online multiplayer, VR support, and
a variety of customization options to give the player an intense experience with a high degree of replayability. Destroy robots,

rescue survivors, blow up the reactor, and escape before the whole thing explodes!

Single-player story campaign with 15+ FULL-SIZE atmospheric levels

Upgradeable player ship and 16 weapons with multiple upgrade options

20+ terrifying robot types and 3 massive bosses

12+ Challenge Mode levels with Infinite and Countdown variants that change the focus to Survival or Efficiency
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Pulse-pounding soundtrack by Dan Wentz (DESCENT 2), Allister Brimble (DESCENT 1 REDBOOK), and Jerry
Berlongieri (DESCENT 3)

Epic story by the writer of FREESPACE 2

Steam Achievements and Leaderboards

Numerous level challenges including lava, forcefields, enemy turrets, lockdowns, ambushes and secret rooms

Tobii eye tracking support for secondary weapons, headlight, and UI

Intense Multiplayer action with up to 8 players

Customize your ship with modifiers, loadouts, and visual enhancements

10 levels for a range of match sizes

Ranked and private matches with a variety of rules and options

LAN matches (requires one PC as a dedicated server)

Virtual Reality support for Oculus and Vive

Highly customizable and remappable controls

Supports all major input types: Mouse and KB, Gamepad, or Joystick and KB recommended

Five difficulty levels ranging from a casual challenge to very punishing

Speed Run mode and advanced stat-tracking

Automap and Holo-guide help you navigate the complex levels

Save anywhere!

Surround sound audio options

Custom Level Editor will be released in an update after launch.
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Well done, even forkastically done, and kind of fun. For 5 minutes. Ok if you get it for free or in a bundle but I think nobody
would seriously mean to recommend this game to others :). really weird crowd (like 10-20 people playing) -- typical noob-
shamers, no wonder nobody plays.. terribly excited over trying this game, love indie horror.

full graphics settings, looks brilliant, control is awesome

see a phone, answer, hide in bathroom, chairs get thrown at me but my cat like reflexes allows me to dodge...go in office get the
passcode to the door

get to the door unharmed but notice some black cloud like clumps just around the corner

Face door, go to input the code, mouse will not clock the buttons no matter what I do. 4.5 hours is actually afk left myself
standing there, luckily these demons dont attack if you are away taking care of irl stuff...

restart, get stuck at same part, cannot input door code....

Watched walk through on youtube, Must have been fun, continued to look great throughout.. 1. Buy this game for you and your
friends.
2. Join up and beat the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665out of eachother with baguettes and katanas,
3. ?????
4. Profit. The game won't stop subtly nagging me to review it after every level, so I'm going to indulge it. With my foot up
its♥♥♥♥♥

A lot of terrible game reviewers call it "Bomberman + Metal Gear" in all of their dry, cliched, poorly written ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t. I
like to call it a cross between the keycard hunts from Doom (the most boring part) and a bad stealth game with one-hit deaths
and sloppy, unintuitive stealth mechanics that feels and plays like it was made in 1992. So essentially, I think a better name for
this game would be "Are You Afraid Of Keycard Hunts In The Dark? For Windows 3.1".. Very scarey game 10/10. This was
my favorite game by Humongous back in the day, and I played quite a few (with the exception of the Spy Fox series, much to
my regret). If you like point-and-click adventure games, have a kid between the agest of 3 and 8 (although some kids might
want to play this all hte way up to 10 or maybe 12), or have played this game in your childhood, you NEED this game..
Surprisingly good lane defense title. The game does start out incredibly bland and until the first hour and a bit I was certain this
was going to get a negative review. I stayed with it and was glad I did. The game typically got better and better.

There's a few things I feel you should know if you're thinking about investing your time into this game:

1) After a certain point, the game is highly punishing. There's no lifelines e.g. 'lawnmowers' as in PvZ; if one enemy breaches
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your defenses, it's level over. This can be extra punishing as many levels consist of multiple rounds meaning that if you have a
breach in the third or fourth round of a level, you have to start from the first round of that level, not the round you actually lost.
2) There's almost no help\/tutorials. There's quite a lot of options and effects for your towers which are generated by combining
different syringe colours. The options are implemented well and you will need to exploit them to progress and win the game.
You'll have to figure this out yourself. Some bosses have very strange tactics which you'll be completely in the dark about.
3) There's actually a fair amount of content but new content isn't really handed to the player in a linear fashion. Later into the
game, I feel syringe aquisition becomes faster as does enemy type. Early on in the game, you may be bored to tears with only a
few syringe types.
4) There is a fast forward button which will come in very handy if you know about it. Middle mouse button.

For fans of tower defense.
7\/10
. fun game to play with friends if you only have a short amount of time to play
+ fun announcer and bonuses

- expensive for what you get
- gets repetitive quickly
- the sequel was free and had way more content, this game was abandoned and not fully fleshed out

If you like basic, 3rd person shooter MOBAs, you will probably enjoy this--but it gets old fast; but good for brief matches.
It's a good game but it doesn't last.. WIZARDY !!! 8,5/10 If y like Wizardy games buy this game !!! ITS Worth every penny!!!
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I played War Thunder then I launched PBaV and I understood that War Thunder sucks, because it's less realistics, dynamics and
beautifull than this game. 11/10 maybe even 12/10. Nepenthe is an unique RPG with lots of personality and charm. The
characters are all interesting with creative designs that fully embrace the hand-drawn aesthetic. The dialogue is always is
humorous and the battle system is a joy to play. This is a game for fans of other alternative-RPG gems like Undertale, Space
Funeral and Off.. The developer has just added a patch that improves the perfromance, and also adds a sort of chapter selection
to the game so you no longer have to play in one sitting. Full original review below.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

https:\/\/youtu.be\/hZbi0kYQ1dQ

Okay so lets the bad out of the way first. Despite being built on the UDK engine I had some pretty choppy performance in game
with lag spikes and hitching, but overall the perfomance was okay. Also the game is short with no saves, so you will need to
complete it in a sitting. Oh and the less said about that menu screen the better. Finally controls are not rebindable.

So as to the game? Actually its half decent. The graphics are fairly good - if somewhat repetative with the same textures and
gloomy area's. Both the puzzle and horror elements are fairly light. Most of the puzzle elements are a bit find the key, and the
horror is more a decent creepy vibe and the odd jump scare - but it does not over use them. And the procedural generation does
at least keep the layout interesting, and leads to have I been here before vibe.

Audio is quite sparse but again is used pretty effectivly to build tension and atmosphere.

So if your in the mood for a game that veers to the more atmospheric creepy horror then for the money this a half decent
offering, but not a must play by any means.. This game is very atmospheric. The music, honestly, is one of the biggest
contributions to the game. I thoroughly enjoy it, even though it is rather dark. And really, for this kind of game, $1.99 is perfect.
No, you won't get a huge amount of replays out of it, once you gather the entire story. But the three, four, or five plays to do it
are well worth it.. Its okay, since its worth 1$.
Lacks the "one more try" feeling though. Hands down the best 99 cents I've ever spent :D
The game provides a nice bit of fairly challenging levels and enemy variants, and a small but diverse arsenal.
It's full of strange humor and quips.
A great game for achievement hunters like myself.
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